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Flashcard Mac Application

�e Flashcard Mac Application is a practical learning tool that uses an innovative IOS feature,  aids
in creating the optimal digital study space, is for the utmost studious aficionados, and available for

all Mac users.

The Flashcard Mac Application is the new smart app that brings simplicity, customizability,
and strong cross-platform functionality. This application allows you to take pictures, use
screenshots, written notes, and translate them into editable text. The LiveText API allows us to
make this possible. In our app, you take the cloud's cross-platform connection capabilities and
use it to bring the photos from your phone to your computer and use that feature to make the
most optimal flash cards.

Currently, the digital flashcard community is being faced with two options. One option is to
pay money to create flashcards that are bland, uncustomizable, and time consuming to use or
to use the free alternatives with di�cult user interfaces, making it undesirable or frustrating
to find a flashcard app that works. On top of that, no flashcard app has an easy method of
creating flashcards from photos.

Our goal for our application is to make it suitable in solving all those problems that other
digital flashcard creators don’t provide a solution for, at least without a price. We are the first
application to bring this feasible method of creating your own study decks to your
laptop/desktop screen. The Flashcard Mac Application is free for all and gives its users the
option to intuitively create flashcards from their photos and notes using Apple's LiveText API.

“Don’t waste time trying to find the most optimal learning tool”

To get started simply download the Flashcard app from the AppStore, have a picture from your
phone, and in the app pull it from your cloud. From here our app will do the work and take the
text and make it so you can edit it to become a ready study card.

“I can’t keep up with my teacher’s lecture, but with the app, I can go in later and use the photos of
the lecture that I took and save it for some later studying”

What is the harm in downloading an Application that is helpful for studying and note keeping,
when its functionality will provide you the utmost handling on your notes. Your future awaits,
why not take advantage of this helpful tool? It is free and available for all Mac users in the app
store.



Frequently Asked Questions:

Q: Is the app free to download?
A: The Flashcard Mac Application and all of its features are free to all Mac users.

Q: Where do my photos come from to use in the app?
A: The photos you will use to translate into a flashcard will come from the photos you
have in your iCloud.

Q: What is the cloud and how do I make it work with this app?
A: iCloud is Apple’s storage feature and within that storage exists a storage of your
saved photos and will allow you to have photos from your phone on your computer
and essentially allow you use those photos to use the translate feature in the app.

Q: What kind of things will translate in the app?
A: There are many things that will translate in the app such as pictures of written
notes, textbooks, presentations, screen shots, signs, documents, etc.

Q: How many decks of cards can I make?
A: You can make as many decks of cards that you would like within the limits that the
storage of your Mac allows you to.

Q: Can I put photos on my flashcard?
A: Yes, you can pull photos from your cloud to have them embedded in your flashcards.

Q: Can other people see my cards?
A: You have complete privacy in the study cards that you create.

Q: Does the translation tool work for other languages?
A: Yes the translation tool (Text API) works across a numerous amount of languages

Q: Why is this an application for the Mac and not for the iphone?



A: Currently the application is suitable for the Mac as it will allow you full view of your
flashcards on a bigger screen that will be practical for large amounts of text and easier
to work with once translated using the text API feature.

Q: Can I use this app on my Mac if I don’t have an iPhone?
A: Yes, this app does not depend on an iPhone as it uses your iCloud and photo library.

Q: Can I share my study cards?
A: You can send your cards to someone as a ----, but they are not compatible, yet!

Q: What features are there to customize my cards?
A:

Q: Can I embed functionable links into my flashcards?
A:

Q: What happens if I accidentally delete a flashcard I did not mean to?
A:


